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Direct observation of crystallization and aggregation in a phase-separating
colloid-polymer suspension
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The depletion-induced phase separation in a mixture of colloidal particles~PMMA-latex! and nonadsorbing
polymers@poly~styrene!# in a solvent~mixture of tetralin,cis-decalin, and carbon tetrachloride! was investi-
gated in real space with confocal scanning laser microscopy in the initial, intermediate, and final stage. It was
found that the kinetics and the morphology of the phase separation strongly depend on the polymer concen-
tration, and thus on the strength of the depletion-induced attraction between the colloidal particles. At moderate
polymer concentrations, crystallization of thePMMA particles is enhanced. At higher polymer concentrations,
only aggregation is observed, resulting in amorphous sediments. The aggregation is diffusion-limited or
reaction-limited, depending on the polymer concentration. Digital image processing was used to determine the
dependence of the aggregation rate and the size of the clusters on the polymer concentration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase separation in colloid-polymer suspensions is
tracting wide attention. The subject ranges from fundame
studies in colloid science and cell biology to industrial app
cations. It is now generally accepted that phase separatio
mixtures of colloidal particles and nonadsorbing polymers
induced by depletion interaction. The basic concept da
back to 1954, when Asakura and Oosawa@1# showed that an
effective attractive interaction is induced between two lar
particles in a solvent with smaller particles, because of
imbalance in osmotic pressure due to depletion of the sma
particles from the region between the larger ones. This i
was put forward and expanded independently by Vrij@2# in
1976. The range of the attractive interaction is set by the
of the polymer and its strength depends on the osmotic p
sure, which in turn is a function of the polymer concent
tion. The phase behavior of colloid-polymer suspensions
been studied theoretically, experimentally, and with co
puter simulations@3–9#. The topology of the phase diagra
of these systems depends on the size ratio,q, defined as the
ratio of the polymer radius of gyration and the colloid radiu
The existence of fluid-fluid and fluid-solid phase transitio
has been predicted by theory@3,4# and confirmed by experi
ments@6,7#.

More recently, interest has been growing in the kinetics
these phase transitions@8,10,11#. Glasses, gels, and amo
phous structures were described in experiments with co
dal suspensions. An interesting observation is that in flu
solid transitions, the solid phase is sometimes a crystal
sometimes an amorphous structure. In earlier studies, a
row window of crystallization was observed. Near the b
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odal, at a minimum concentration of depletion agents
quired for phase separation, a small region of optim
crystallization is observed. The addition of more depleti
agents increases the phase-separation rate, but does no
to crystallization.

First, the narrow crystallization slot was found by visu
observation@10,12,13#. Subsequently, light scattering exper
ments gave more insight into the kinetics and structures~e.g.,
transient gels@10#! involved in the phase-separation proce
of colloid-polymer suspensions@8,11#. With the development
of ~video! microscopy techniques and the synthesis of mo
colloidal systems, the study of aggregation and crystalli
tion on the particle level became possible. With optical m
croscopy, two-dimensional aggregation on surfaces or
confined geometries was studied@14,15#. More recently,
fluorescence confocal scanning laser microscopy came
use to study statics@16# and dynamics of colloidal suspen
sions, such as dynamical heterogeneities@17#, structural re-
laxation near the glass transition@18#, and crystallization
@19# in colloidal hard-sphere suspensions. The use of fluo
cence confocal scanning laser microscopy~CSLM! in prin-
ciple enables imaging the three-dimensional process in
time and real space on a single-particle level, not only in
initial stage but also at long time scales, which are gener
not easily accessible with computer simulations.

In this paper, we investigate the kinetics and morpholo
of phase separation as a function of the strength of attrac
between the particles. A colloid-polymer suspension is u
as a model system and the use of fluorescence CSLM all
us to study it in real space and real time on a ‘‘semising
particle level. The strength between the colloidal particles
varied by the polymer concentration. The experiments
carried out at low colloid concentrations, because the dyn
ics are too fast at higher colloid concentrations to investig
the initial stage with the microscope used. The colloid co
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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centration in the samples is thus fixed, while the polym
concentration is varied.

The paper is organized as follows. In the experimen
section, the system and the microscopy experiments are
scribed. In the following section, the determined phase d
gram and the results of the microscopy experiments
given. Subsequently, in the analysis the results of the dig
image processing are presented. Then a discussion on
experiments is given, followed by the conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. System

The colloidal particles used werePMMA particles~poly-
methylmethacrylate! prepared by dispersion polymerizatio
at 80 °C, following the method of Antl@20#. The particles
were labeled with the fluorescent dye 7-nitrobenz
2-oxa-1,3-diazol ~NBD! bonded to a coupling agen
~4-methylaminoethylmethacrylate-7-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-
diazol!, which was incorporated during the polymerizatio
reaction. The particles are stabilized by a layer of 10 nm o
graft copolymer consisting of a backbone of methacryl
and glycidyl methacrylate monomers in a weight ratio
10:1, and tails of poly~12-hydroxystearic acid! are attached
to some of the glycidyl methacrylate monomers. The sta
lizer is chemically bonded by a locking reaction at 130 °
The synthesis of these particles is described elsewher
more detail @21#. The radius was determined with bo
CSLM and scanning electron microscopy, and was found
be 600 and 580 nm, respectively, with a polydispersity
3%. The polymer used is commercially available poly~sty-
rene!; its molecular weight is 2000 kg/mol (Mw /Mn
51.11), and its density is 1.11 g/ml. The viscosity of so
tions of this polymer in the solvent mixture was measured
a function of the polymer concentration using a Contra
LS40 rheometer with a Couette geometry equipped wit
vapor lock. The radius of gyration, determined from the
viscosity measurements@22#, is 46 nm, which implies an
overlap concentration of 8.15 mg/ml. Here, the polymer v
ume fraction is defined as (4/3)pnRg

3, with n the number
density of the polymers andRg the radius of gyration. The
solvent used was a mixture of tetralin,cis-decalin, and car-
bon tetrachloride in volume ratios of 36%~30.3 wt. %!,
31.5% ~24.6 wt. %!, and 32.5%~45.1 wt. %!, respectively;
between brackets the weight ratios are given. This partic
solvent mixture was chosen after a study of the stability a
behavior of thePMMA particles in various solvents as d
scribed elsewhere@23#. The density is 1.148 g/ml, the inde
of refraction is 1.50, and the viscosity is 1.87 mPa s. T
density of thePMMA particles in this solvent mixture is 1.2
g/ml, as determined from the sedimentation rate. In this
vent mixture, thePMMA particles are stable for a long tim
~at least several months!, they are nearly matched for th
index of refraction, but not completely matched for the de
sity ~density difference is on the order of 0.1 g/ml!. The
PMMA particles are behaving as nearly hard spheres, s
the index matching minimizes interparticle attractions due
Van der Waals forces, and the PHS layer provides a s
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repulsive potential arising from interpenetration of the
polymer layers of different particles upon approach.

B. Microscopy

A Leica confocal scanning laser microscope in fluore
cence mode was used@19#, the objective was a 1003oil lens
with a numerical aperture of 1.4, the wavelength of exci
tion was 488 nm, a filter block for detection of light of wave
lengths larger than 500 nm was used, and the time neede
take an image of 100mm3100mm with 102431024 pixels
was 3 s. The lateral resolution of the microscope is about
nm and the axial resolution is about 600 nm. The sample
contained in a small vial~volume of;1 ml! from which the
bottom was replaced by a microscope cover slip~Chance
Propper Ltd., West Mids, England! of 0.11-mm thickness.
The vial was filled with 0.3 ml of dispersion and sealed w
teflon. Images were taken at 20mm from the lower wall, a
distance that equals;20 times the diameter of the colloids
The influence of the wall on the process is considered n
ligible at this position. The three-dimensional~3D! process is
studied with CSLM in 2D cross sections of the sample. T
CSLM images shown in this paper are eitherxy scans, i.e.,
cross sections perpendicular to the field of gravity, orxz
scans, which are cross sections parallel to the field of grav
see Fig. 1.

III. RESULTS

A. Phase diagram

After homogenization of a sample at sufficiently hig
concentration of polymers, phase separation is obser
within an hour by a sedimentation front between a collo
poor upper phase~light yellow! and a colloid-rich lower
phase~dark yellow! and the appearance of a sediment at
bottom. The phase boundary was determined by visual
spection of suspensions with concentrations varying al
dilution lines ~i.e., straight lines through the phase diagra
with constant concentration ratio of colloid and polyme!,
starting at high concentrations. It was observed that on
proaching the phase boundary by dilution, the sedimenta

FIG. 1. Sample container used in CSLM. The positions of thexy
and thexz scans are indicated.
7-2
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DIRECT OBSERVATION OF CRYSTALLIZATION AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 021407
velocity lowers and it became difficult to distinguish b
tween phase separation and sedimentation of the particle
a single phase. In Fig. 2, a phase diagram is shown in wh
the one-phase and the two-phase regions are indicated. A
higher colloid concentration regions, the visual inspect
along the dilution line is stopped close to the phase bou
ary, at a point where we were still certain to have a pha
separating system. The phase boundary is just below t
last points.

The structure of the sediment was examined visually i
few samples with a polymer concentration ranging from z
to a concentration just sufficiently high to show phase se
ration. The samples were prepared in ‘‘sedimentation’’ tub
with an internal diameter of 6 mm and a round bottom. Ea
tube was filled with 1 ml of suspension. Note that these tu
are larger and have a different shape from the vials used
the CSLM experiments. We found that the structure form
was dependent on the polymer concentration. At zero p
mer concentration, the whole sediment turned out to b
crystal with vertically oriented crystal planes, shown by
Bragg reflections. The crystal started to form within a fe
days. At higher polymer concentrations, but still below t
phase boundary, a crystal was observed only at the u
side of the sediment, after about a week. This structure
not show vertically oriented crystal planes, but consisted
smaller crystalline domains. At even higher polymer conc
trations, just above the phase boundary, the crystal layer
smaller. The sediment of the phase-separated sample sh
only some very small crystal domains on top of the sedime

B. Microscopy

A series of 20 samples was made with a fixedPMMA
volume fraction of 2.2% and a varying concentration
poly~styrene! ranging from 0 up to 9 mg/ml~volume fraction
of 0–110 %, i.e., varying from the very dilute to the e
tangled regime!. The samples were shaken vigorously in o
der to obtain a homogeneous dispersion. As soon as the s

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the colloid-polymer suspension w
the one-phase and the two-phase regions indicated. To guide
eye, the phase boundary is indicated with a dashed line.
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ing was stopped, phase separation started immediately
the samples within a certain polymer concentration range
took about 30 sec before the first image could be taken w
the microscope. The phase separation was reversible in
sense that by shaking the sample became homogen
again.

Four different regimes were found in the phase diagram
indicated in Fig. 3. RegimeA is the one-phase region (cp
,1.28 mg/ml) and regimesB–D are in the two-phase regio
(cp.1.58 mg/ml). Figure 4 shows time series ofxy scans of
the first hour after homogenization at a position of 20mm
from the lower wall, and Fig. 5 showsxzscans after an hou
andxy scans after several days. Representative series o
various regimes are given. The time is in units of the Brow
ian timetB , defined as

tB5
R2

D
5

6phR3

kBT
, ~1!

with R the radius of thePMMA particles,D the diffusion
coefficient,h the viscosity of the solvent with the polyme
kB the Boltzmann constant, andT the temperature.

1. One-phase region

RegimeA (0,cp,1.28 mg/ml) is the one-phase regio
the polymer concentration is so low that no phase separa
took place. Sedimentation occurs because of the small di
ence in density between the individual particles and the
vent. In about one day, a sediment was formed; the t
height of the sediment was smaller than 1 mm. The addit
of a small amount of polymers increased the sedimenta
rate. At low polymer concentration, the sediment was
tirely crystalline within a day, whereas for a sample witho
polymers it took several days to weeks before the sedim
was crystalline.

2. Two-phase region

In regime B (1.58,cp,1.72 mg/ml), the polymer con
centration is just high enough for phase separation to oc

h
the

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of the colloid-polymer suspension w
the four regimes indicated.
7-3
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Time series of CSLM images ofxy scans of the first hour after homogenization at a position of 20mm from the lower
wall; image size 100mm3100mm. Top row: regimeD, f52.24%, cp58.07 mg/ml; second row: regimeC, f52.15%, cp52.10
mg/ml; third row: regimeB, f52.05%,cp51.72 mg/ml; fourth row: regimeA, f52.18%,cp51.18 mg/ml.
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The mechanism is like nucleation and growth; the clust
formed seem to be of finite size~although not entirely crys-
talline! in a sea of monomers. Rapid sedimentation of th
clusters is observed. The growth of a single cluster could
easily be followed because of the high sedimentation rat
the clusters. The total number of single particles is o
slightly decreased at the intermediate stage. The sedime
polycrystalline and the crystallites seem to have origina
from the initial clusters. Macroscopically, Bragg reflectio
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in white light were observed in this sediment, also indicati
the presence of crystals.

In regime C, at intermediate polymer concentratio
(1.75,cp,2.28 mg/ml), aggregates are formed from sing
particles followed by growth of the clusters by aggregatio
The clusters are not crystalline, but they are dense. Afte
while, sedimentation is observed by the increase of the n
ber of particles in the image. The sediment formed is de
and no crystallinity was observed, although there seem to
7-4
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DIRECT OBSERVATION OF CRYSTALLIZATION AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 021407
areas with short-ranged ordering.
In regimeD (3.31,cp,9.04 mg/ml), aggregation is als

observed, but here the clusters have a more ramified or e
gated stringlike shape. Sedimentation is observed, and
sediment formed is dilute, getting denser in a few days.
crystallinity is observed in the sediment. The highest po
mer concentration used here~9.04 mg/ml! is slightly above
the overlap concentration (c* 58.15 mg/ml), but no differ-
ence in morphology compared with the behavior belowc*
was observed.

FIG. 5. ~Color! CSLM images ofxz scans after an hour and o
xy scans after several days. Top row: regimeD, f52.24%, cp

58.07 mg/ml; second row: regimeC, f52.15%, cp

52.10 mg/ml; third row: regimeB, f52.05%, cp51.72 mg/ml;
fourth row: regime A, f52.18%, cp51.18 mg/ml; fifth
row: regimeA, f52.11%,cp50 mg/ml.
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IV. ANALYSIS

The formation of the clusters is analyzed quantitatively
digital image processing determining the coordinates of
the particles in each time frame, using procedures simila
the ones described by Crocker and Grier@24#. The confocal
images are 2D cross sections of the sample in time a
certain position. In fact, they are 2D projections of a sl
with a thickness of approximately 0.6mm ~equal to the ra-
dius of the colloids!, determined by the axial resolution o
the microscope. Within this thin slab, it is not possible
distinguish between particles that are in focus and the o
that are slightly out of focus. In general, the latter ones h
lower intensity, but particles that have been in focus for so
time are bleached and therefore will have a lower intensity
well. As it is impossible to distinguish between the particl
in focus and the ones slightly out of focus within this sm
slab, all particles were taken into account in the followi
analysis. For these reasons, it is not possible to analyz
radial distribution function or local bond-order parameter.

Figure 6 shows some of the results of the image anal
in four graphs. Here, the time scales are again normalized
the Brownian time,tB . In the analysis, a cluster criterion i
used to define the maximum distance between particle c
ters in order to be of the same cluster. This distance is cho
equal to the position of the first minimum in the project
2Dg(r ) @25#, which was determined for each sample
t/tB5600. We do not expect the projection ‘‘error’’ to influ
ence our results too much@26#. Figure 6~A! gives the total
number of particles,Ntot , present in each time frame. In th
initial stageNtot remains constant, followed by an increa
due to sedimentation for the higher polymer concentrat
regions. Several plateaus at the ascending slopes are
served, suggesting that the densification or rearrangeme
the sediment is not a continuous process. In Fig. 6~B!, the
total number of single particles normalized by the total nu
ber of particles per frame,Nsingle/Ntot , is given as a function
of time; this gives information about the aggregation ra
We observe a very different dependence on time for the th
mechanisms in the phase-separating region. At the hig
polymer concentration~regimeD!, the aggregation rate is th
highest, followed by the intermediate polymer concentrat
~regimeC!. At the lowest polymer concentration~regimeB!,
the number of single particles remains high for a long tim
compared to the other two regions. Finally, we see a decre
in this curve due to the growth of the layer of sediment
clusters. Figure 6~C! gives the averaged number of particl
per cluster,̂ Nc&, as a function of time. Single particles a
not considered as clusters of one particle in this analysis.
plateaus from Fig. 6~A! are recovered in this graph. Initially
the elongated clusters of regimeD contain more particles
than the more compact ones of regimeC. At intermediate
times, the compact clusters of regimeC contain more par-
ticles. The difference between the initial and intermedi
stages is caused by the difference in aggregation rate
regimeD, the aggregation rate is higher than in regimeC.
This means that the number of particles that are part o
cluster is increasing faster in regimeD. When most of the
single particles are part of a cluster, then the average num
7-5
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FIG. 6. Results of digital im-
age analysis.A: the total number
of particles,Ntot , present in each
time frame;B: the total number
of single particles normalized by
the total number of particles pe
frame, Nsingle/Ntot , as a function
of time; C: the averaged numbe
of particles per cluster,̂Nc&, as a
function of time;D: the average
number of neighbors per particl
in a cluster,̂ Nn&.
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of particles per cluster is no longer influenced by the diff
ence in aggregation rate, but only the result of the morph
ogy of the clusters. In regimeB, at the lowest polymer con
centration, the average number remains low. Figure 6~D!
gives the average number of neighbors per particle in a c
ter, ^Nn&. Initially, the particles in the elongated clusters
regimeD have more neighbors than the more compact o
of regime C, again due to the higher aggregation rate.
intermediate times,̂Nn& is higher for the compact clusters
so these are becoming denser than the elongated cluste
regimeB, the number of neighbors remains low for a lon
time. The increase starts at the end of the curve. By this ti
more clusters formed are observed in one time frame bec
of sedimentation.

The rate of aggregation can be analyzed in further de
by a comparison with the theory of Smoluchowski for agg
gation @27#. It is assumed that only the Brownian motion
the particles determines the process, and when particles
lide they will stick together. When we start with a numb
density of particlesn0 , the decrease of the number of sing
particles,Nsingle, is described by

Nsingle

V
5

h0

~11t/tB!2 , ~2!

with tS5(8pDRn0)21, D5kBT/6phR, and n0
53f/4pR3.
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In this equation,t is the time,tS is the Smoluchowski
time, D is the diffusion coefficient,kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant,T is the temperature,h is the viscosity,R is the radius
of the particle, andf is the volume fraction of the particles
This equation is used only for the initial stage of the expe
ments. The initial stage is defined as the time period in wh
the total number of particles observed in the confocal ima
remains constant, using Fig. 6~a!. The original number den-
sity of particles,n0 , is determined from the total number o
particles observed in the confocal images of the initial sta
and the number of single particles per time frame is de
mined using the cluster criterion, as defined above. T
Smoluchowski timetS is now determined by a fit of the plo
of the number of single particles per time frame as a funct
of time for the initial stage, using Eq.~2!. In comparison, the
Smoluchowski time could be calculated using the definitio
given below Eq.~2!. The viscosity is a function of the poly
mer concentration, which was measured with a rheomete

In Fig. 7, we compare the Smoluchowski time predict
from theory with the one determined by fitting the data o
tained by digital image processing. At high polymer conce
tration ~regimeD, formation of elongated clusters!, the cal-
culated and the determined value follow the same trend
are of the same order of magnitude. However, going to
lower polymer concentrations~regimeC, formation of com-
pact clusters!, a sudden, rapid increase in the determin
value is observed, while the calculated value is still decre
7-6
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ing. So the aggregation process in regimeC cannot be de-
scribed by the Smoluchowski equation for rapid coagulati

V. DISCUSSION

It is possible to distinguish three stages in the pha
separation process: the initial stage in which sedimentatio
not observed, the intermediate stage in which sedimenta
plays a role~observed as an increase of particles in
CSLM image!, and the final stage in which the sediment h
reached its final density. The morphology of the sediment
these experiments is not only determined by the induced
tractions, but also by the gravitational field. Sedimentat
alters the concentration of particles, which has in turn
influence on the kinetics of the phase separation in the in
mediate stage, e.g., with respect to collision and bond
probabilities.

The CSLM experiments explain the difficulty in findin
the phase boundary by visual inspection. Just across
phase boundary we found with confocal microscopy
nucleationlike mechanism~regimeB!, where the number o
single particles remains high for a long time. The sedim
tation rate of such a phase-separating sample is not m
different from that of a sample in the one-phase region n
the phase boundary. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish
phase-separating suspension from a non-phase-sepa
one near the phase boundary.

In the one-phase region, the structure of the sedim
formed in the sedimentation tubes was different from
ones observed in the confocal vials. Actually, the effect
the polymer concentration on the structure was opposit
the two types of sample containers. In the sedimenta
tubes, the addition of polymers decreased the amoun
crystals, whereas in the confocal vials the addition of po
mers increased the formation of crystals. It appears that
structure of the sediment is not only dependent on the c
centrations, but also on the form and size of the tubes and
amount of dispersion. It is a complex interplay between s
eral parameters that determines the final structure of the s
ment @28#. In these experiments, the most important diffe
ence between the two types of sample containers is prob

FIG. 7. The predicted and determined Smoluchowski times
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the total amount of the sediment formed. In the sedimen
tion tubes it is about 1 cm and in the confocal vials it is le
than 1 mm. This implies that the pressure exerted on
particles due to the height of the sediment is different in
two kinds of sample containers, on the order of 100 times
the larger, sedimentation tubes, this higher pressure m
prevent crystallization. On the other hand, the small attr
tion between the colloidal particles, induced by the addit
of only a small amount of polymers, might enhance cryst
lization. This may explain why in the confocal vials the sed
ment of the samples with a small amount of polymers ad
crystallizes more easily compared to that without any po
mer.

In the phase-separating region, we found three regim
with very different characteristics. Not only the kinetics
the phase separation, but also the morphology of the res
ing sediments differs. The boundaries between these t
regimes are surprisingly narrow.

Regime B, which is very narrow, is clearly distinguishe
from regimesC and D by the nucleationlike nature of th
mechanism and the high number of single particles throu
out the initial and intermediate stage. RegimesC andD are
distinguished from one another by the morphology of t
clusters and the aggregation rate. The structure of the clus
in regimeD is open and stringlike, while in regimeC it is
denser, more compact, and seems to have some ordering
transition from regimeC to D is also indicated by the deter
mination of the Smoluchowski times in the initial stage. R
gime D can be described by the Smoluchowski equation
rapid aggregation, whereas in regimeC there is a discrep-
ancy between the determined and expected value for
Smoluchowski times. We could consider regimeD as an ‘‘ir-
reversible’’ diffusion-limited cluster aggregation~DLCA!,
only determined by the diffusion of the particles and irr
versible in the sense that once particles encounter they
stick together. Analogously, regimeC can be considered as
‘‘reversible’’ DLCA; particles encounter but there is a pro
ability less than 1 for the particles to stick together. T
‘‘reversible’’ DLCA is sometimes also termed reaction
limited cluster aggregation~RLCA!.

Brownian dynamics simulations allow a direct compa
son with real-space experiments~e.g.,@29#!. A recent Brown-
ian dynamics simulation on dilute systems with short-rang
attractive interactions@30# shows striking similarities with
the confocal images described here. Three regimes were
tained with morphology similar to the ones we found expe
mentally in the colloid-polymer suspensions.

The kinetics of phase separation have already been ex
sively studied by light scattering@8,31–34#. Spinodal-like
behavior was found in various studies. The main issue h
seems to be the subtle boundaries between spinodal de
positionlike behavior and DLCA@33#. We believe that with
confocal microscopy we have a tool at hand to solve t
matter, because we can study bulk processes on a pa
level.

Poonet al. @8# defined various regimes of phase behav
using light scattering, which we will compare here to o
results. Poonet al. distinguished three regions: a regio
where no phase separation occurs, a region of equilibr
7-7
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phase transition, and a region of nonequilibrium phase tr
sition. In the last region, three mechanisms were found
nucleationlike behavior, a spinodal-like behavior, and tr
sient gelation. The nonequilibrium phase boundary is de
mined by a difference in sedimentation rate of the so
phase. Our regimeB has the same characteristics as in t
regions defined by Poonet al.: the equilibrium transition re-
gion and the nonequilibrium region with the nucleationli
behavior. According to Poonet al., there should be a subtl
change in sedimentation rate only, which is not easy to
serve in the small samples that we used. Furthermore, we
not observe a region defined as transient gelation. Howe
this is expected, because we worked at a very low coll
concentration. The most interesting region to compare is
region where Poonet al. found a spinodal-like behavior. It is
called spinodal-like behavior because at intermediate tim
the scattering exhibits dynamic scaling with the exponeng
53, the spatial dimension. This behavior resembles tha
spinodal decomposition. At higher polymer concentratio
the dynamic scaling still holds but the exponent is reduce
1.8, which is equal to the fractal dimension of aggrega
formed by DLCA. Furthermore, they found the structure
these samples under the microscope to be interconnecte
main patterns. We found in this region two regimes,C andD.
We defined them both as a DLCA behavior in the init
stage~when no sedimentation is observed!, but we made a
distinction between reversible DLCA in regime C and irr
versible DLCA in regimeD. In both cases, an interconnecte
structure is observed after some time. However, it origina
not from spinodal decomposition but from aggregation of
particles and the effect of sedimentation.

Poonet al. connect the various regimes in phase behav
to the phase diagram. They suggest that nonequilibrium
havior is related to metastable phase boundaries@35#. We
compare our results of the various regimes with a phase
gram obtained by simulations for a model colloid-polym
mixture with the size ratio of polymer to colloid of 0.1 b
Dijkstra et al. @9#. Figure 8 shows the phase diagram with t
fluid-solid phase boundary and the phase boundaries for
metastable fluid-fluid and solid-solid phase transitio

FIG. 8. Phase diagram obtained by simulation@9# with the ex-
perimental data points indicated.
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adapted from Dijkstraet al. @9#. In the same figure, the
samples investigated by CSLM are indicated and the vari
regimes are specified. We find that the fluid-solid pha
boundary coincides with the results of our experiments. F
thermore, regimeB and regimeC are between the fluid-solid
binodal and the metastable fluid-fluid boundary. We do
know if the position of these two regimes is influenced
the metastable boundary or whether it is a coincidence.

A narrow region of optimal crystallization is reported fo
crystallization of globular proteins as well@36#, where aggre-
gates leading to crystallization are called CRAGG’s~crystal-
lizing aggregates! and aggregates leading to amorphous se
ments are called PRAGG’s~precipitating aggregates!. The
distinction between a CRAGG and a PRAGG at an ea
stage is important. If we make the comparison with our e
periments, we see that in regimeB ~low polymer concentra-
tion; nucleationlike mechanism!, CRAGG’s are formed, re-
sulting in this case in a polycrystalline sediment. RegimeB
can now easily be recognized in the initial stage by the
istence of a few large clusters in a sea of single partic
whereas in regimesC andD, first almost all the single par
ticles aggregate to small clusters, which in turn aggregat
bigger clusters, resulting in PRAGG’s. From the images
the initial stages of the three mechanisms, it was not clea
first that only regimeB results in a crystalline sediment. Als
the clusters in regimeC are dense and seem to have so
ordering, but the resulting sediment is not crystalline. Se
mentation in this case could be the reason that the clus
were prevented from crystallizing.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The combination of fluorescence confocal scanning la
microscopy and a colloidal suspension with some spec
characteristics allows us to study bulk phase separatio
real space and real time on a particle level. Three mec
nisms for phase separation in a colloid-polymer suspens
were found as a function of the polymer concentration~i.e.,
strength of attraction between the colloidal particles!: regime
B ~very narrow!, a nucleationlike mechanism at low polyme
concentrations; regimeC, aggregation leading to compac
clusters~reaction-limited aggregation! at intermediate poly-
mer concentrations; regimeD, aggregation leading to elon
gated clusters~diffusion-limited aggregation! at higher poly-
mer concentrations. The borders between the three reg
are quite sharp. Digital image processing was used to c
acterize the three mechanisms semiquantitatively. The fi
structure of a phase-separating sample is determined by
mechanism of phase separation in the initial stage and
influence of the gravitational field in the intermediate sta
Moreover, we found that the size and the shape of the sam
container have an effect on the final structure as well. O
in regimeB, at low polymer concentration, did the sedime
contain crystalline parts. However, in regimeC, at interme-
diate polymer concentration, there seemed to be some o
ing at short range. It is possible that the gravitational fie
prevents the system from forming a crystalline sediment
regimeD, at high polymer concentrations, no ordering w
found in the final structure.
7-8
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